VOYAGER TEMPLATE - use to provide the content for your Voyage
For queries regarding this document please contact: voyages@deeptime.voyage

Your Name
Contact email
Organisation

Voyage name
max 16 characters

Length miles/km

Voyage icon
Provide an ‘iconic image’ for your Voyage. The image needs to be bold and simple as the image size is
limited to 300 pixels wide and 350 pixels high. The file should be a jpg format and named thumb.jpg
Include this file in your package of files - see later for details.

Overview of Voyage

(max 120 words) will display when the Voyage icon button is touched in the menu of Voyages
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Voyage map
You must supply a map of the area of the Voyage and the locations of the Task Sites.
Voyager uses OpenStreetMap as the base map, as this is an open source map using WGS84 Geodetic
System where GPS locations map without the need for adjustment.
The map could be unique artwork, emphasising features explored in the Voyage, but please make sure
that it is based on WGS84 mapping. Your map should include the route of the Voyage and the Task Site
locations. The map should be supplied as jpg file, named map.jpg.
As a guide to map image size, Voyage maps are generally around 2000 to 6000 pixels in either width or
height.
You must provide the latitude and longitude (preferably in decimal format, e.g. 52.78534 -3.86732) of
the NW and SE corners of your map.

North latitude
West longitude
South latitude
East Longitude

Showing the geology
The Voyage map usually has the area geology show as a semi-transparent overlay. This is normally based
on the BGS 50K data, available through BGS Geology Viewer, but you may provide a custom overlay to
suite your requirements.
Supply your overlay as a separate image file, called overlay.jpg
Please ensure this overlay matches size wise and it geographic location with the map it is to overlay.
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Task Sites
A Voyage has two files which between them define all the text, graphics, photos, sounds, questions,
scoring, feedback, threats, rock names, health control and paleo environment information.
The one file focuses on the Task Sites, the second on the paleo environment content. To assist the rapid
and accurate creation of these two Voyage configuration files, we request you rigorously comply with
providing the information as specified in the following.
Task Sites are the locations in your Voyage where there are interesting features to be seen. How many
Task Sites? Less that about 6 would seem a bit thin on the ground, more than 20 too many, most Voyages
average around a dozen.
Recommendations on Voyage length. As a guide they should be comfortably to complete in a morning or
afternoons walk and preferably via a circular route. In principle there is no reason why a Voyage should
not have sites so far apart that transport needs to be used. To assist with Voyages that may need to be
done over longer periods of time, It is possible to pause a Voyage and the state - current position, score,
etc. - is stored (so the phone may be switched off without loss of Voyage state), allowing for it to be
resumed sometime later. A score penalty will be incurred if the Voyage is not resumed from within about
100 metres of the point where it was terminated.
Guidance for presenting the information for Voyage Task Sites.
If you have authored walk guides for print, then you know the constraints on the number of photos,

illustrations and words needed to meet the print format. Authoring for mobile phones/tablets is different.
Effectively there is no limit on the amount of text or the number of photographs/illustrations plus the
options of using audio, animation and video. Having said that a user is probably not going to read long
pieces of text, while on the move, so keep your writing snappy and spread the ‘story’ over a number of
screen, which is why each Task Site can have up to 10 screens (pages if you like) of information. For each
of those screens you have the option of ‘extra’ information, which the user can access via the ‘+’ button.
The extra information screens could be used for more detailed background information - for the
‘advanced user’.
For each screen you will need a graphic, this can be a photograph, or illustration, drawing anything that
visually tells the story and helps the user interpret what they are looking at in the field. Optionally, each
of these graphic screens can have an overlay (the user opens that via the ‘i’ button). An overlay can be
used to add annotation to a photo, highlight features, etc. Given that each task site can have up to 10
graphics and each of those can have an overlay, then a task site could potentially have 20 illustrations and
with, for example, 12 tasks sites, then your Voyage could have 240 photos/illustrations! And that does not
include other visual material like the map and the Then section (palaeo) graphics.
Each of the screens for a Task Site may also have audio or video available for the user to opt to play. An
example of audio being used at Task Sites can be found in the Wilderness Voyage. Video could be used to
present animation, for example, of rock folding, plate movements, etc. When an audio or video file is
associated with a screen then audio and video players built into the Voyager app are activated for the
user to interact with.
File formats for graphics, graphic overlays, audio and video.
All graphics, whether based on photos, artwork produced in a graphics package, or canned in drawings,
needs to end up as jpg files with a size of 2000 pixels wide and 1333 pixels vertical.
If you have a graphics package where you are familiar with compressing images on saving, please try and
compress them so the files are small, without noticeable loss of quality. No stretched, distorted, fuzzy or
pixelated images please!
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If you are unsure about sizing and compressing your images, then send them as they are, but please send
descent clear sharp images! Newer mobile phone/tablet screens are very sharp and high in resolution.
Keeping file size down matters as a user may be downloading a Voyage in the field over the mobile phone
network, so although on the one hand we say you can have lots of pictures, audio, etc. you need to be a
bit constrained and considerate!
Overlay graphics can be PNG, which supports transparency, in practice most Voyager overlay images are
JPEGs which are a composite of the image to be overlain with the overlay graphics.
If you wish to deploy audio use the mp3 format for your files. For video mp4.
Again avoid massive files. We don’t want a ‘film’ in the Voyage.

Task site lock if you specify ON then the user can only answer the questions when
physically present at the Task Site, or at least inside the geofence* defined for that
site.
The reason for introducing this feature, was to encourage users to actively get out
in the field and see these places for real!
The screenshot opposite shows the red highlighted box which blocks the answer
submit button when a Task Site has its lock on and the user is not within the sites
geofence.
In addition the ‘do it’ button will be displaying a flashing amber light when outside
the geofence for that question.

A user may override this lock on all tasks for a given Voyage, via the unlock facility in the Help section.
Touch the padlock icon to open the unlock dialogue. The pin number changes daily and for information on
the current value you will need to contact HWEHT.
A user who completes task questions with the Voyage unlocked will obtain a lower overall score compared
to one who completes it with the task lock settings as defined.
The default setting for score reduction for a Voyage done in an unlocked state is a factor of 4.
You may specify a different value here if you wish.
Score reduction factor for an unlocked Voyage

4

The amount of health boost given for question answers (see Questions below) is a reduced for a Voyage
carried out in an unlocked state, by a default factor of 2. You may change that factor here if you wish.
Health boost reduction for an unlocked Voyage

2

* See the section on Creating your Geofence for an explanation on what this is about, along with how to
define your own Voyage geofences.
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Information for each of Task Site
This consists of 3 parts for each Task Site in your Voyage:
1 Overall Task Site information
2 Information for each of the screens (max 10) that tell the story at the site
3 The Task Site question(s)

1 Overall Task Site information
Task Site Number and Name:
Name max 20 characters
e.g. 1 Black Hill car park
Task Site colour
(optional if you make your geofence)

Location
Lat-Lng (decimal format preferred)
Task site lock
either ON or OFF

Palaeoenvironment
State the stratigraphic unit that the
visitor will be standing on or see at this
Task Site.
If your site straddles more than one
stratigraphic unit, then specify the
main one that you want them to focus
on initially. Voyager will then configure
the most appropriate THEN (palaeo)
environment information for that site.
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2 Information for each of the screens that tell the story at the site (up to a maximum of 10).

INFORMATION screen number
E.g. for sixth information screen for site
number 2 call this information screen 2.6

Screen title
Information
Maximum of 6 sentences or no more than 80
words. This should be the essential info
that you want your visitor to know.

Information +
Provide any optional extra text you want to
put in the extra information screen. The
text for this is not limited but we suggest
no more than three paragraphs or up to 140
words – preferably 80 words or less.
NO images can be connected to this screen,
although in the text you can refer to the
images (below) connected to the main
information screen. This is not essential
information (some people will not bother ot
look at the info + screen) but is there for
those visitors who are interested in knowing
a bit more.

File name of image for this screen
File name for optional overlay
File name for any audio (mp3) file
File name for any video (mp4) file

Repeat the above table for each of the screens that will make up your Task Site
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3 Task Site Questions

Each Task Site must have at least one question, with each question having 3 or 4 multiple choice answers.
The users Voyage score will be based on their answers to these. The question should make the user think,
but should be something that is not require in-depth knowledge to answer. The previous information
screens plus the THEN information should include the knowledge or background needed to answer it
correctly.
For each question you should provide a mark, answer feedback, along with any supplies boost factor - see
below.

Marks for each of the multiple choice answers should be awarded on a scale of -3 (hopeless answer) to 3
(best answer). E.g. in a question with 4 possible answers you could have the marks -2, 0, -3, 3

Supplies boost is where the question mark (positive or negative) is amplified by a factor you specify (0
for no boost, to perhaps a maximum of 4). The resulting boost will not be to the question score but rather
to top up (or deplete if they gave a negative scoring answer) the level of their virtual oxygen and water
supplies. The levels of these supplies upon completion of the Voyage is taken into account in computing
the overall final score.
Using a picture with a question. A question may include a single picture, in which
the answer must be selected from A, B, C or D - no other text may be used as the
picture will be located over that space, as shown in the example opposite from the
Cat’s Back Voyage.
If you opt for this, complete the picture file name entry in the question table and
ensure that the file is included with your files package. The picture must have an
approximately square format. Image guide size 1300 pixels wide and high.

The following table needs to be completed for each Task Site question

QUESTIONS

At least one short question with 3 or 4 multiple choice answers.

Question 1

Maximum of 14 words.

Multiple choice answer a)
Maximum of 6 words
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Multiple choice answer b)
Maximum of 6 words

Multiple choice answer c)
Maximum of 6 words

Multiple choice answer d)
Maximum of 6 words

Feedback to Question 1

Give the answer to the question with a
simple explanation - 50 words in maximum.

Optional picture file name
Marks for each answer (range -3 to 3)
Supplies boost factor 0 (none) to 4

Feedback on final score for a completed Voyage
This feedback and final score will only appear when a user has completed all questions of all Tasks.
When that situation has arrived all the Task buttons which appear when ‘list all’ is selected, will display
steady blue dots, a flashing dot indicates that one of more of the questions in that Task remains to be
answered. Voyager will allow a few unanswered Task questions to be completed at the end of a Voyage
without a user being forced to physically return to a site where a Lock has been set on that site. There is
a small score penalty for completing any unanswered questions in this way.
You can specify a score point and assign some ‘humorous/encouraging’ feedback associated with each of 4
score break points. (Exceptional category is any score above the ‘top’ break point). You will need to totup your Voyages maximum possible score based on the total number of questions and the maximum mark
that you assign to each question, then decide on the 4 break points values accordingly.
Complete the table below, which has been populated with example break points and feedback comments.

Category

Break point

exceptional > top value

Feedback comment
Outstanding score on the Wren's Nest Voyage - well done!

top 110

Voyage completed comfortably - great result!

mid 80

Not the highest of scores for the Wren's Nest Voyage, but a decent result.

low 49

Just about survived. Take care of the Voyage Threats and the Task answers you give.

poor 19

You're dead! Perhaps buried on the sea bed by volcanic ash. Attend to every Threat
and don't rush into Task answers.
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Palaeoenviroment Information
The first part of this document covered defining the Voyage in terms of the map, Task Sites, along with all
the information to be given to the user at each of those sites, the Task Site questions, marking, feedback
and overall Voyage score feedback.
This second part covers the THEN section information.
Essentially the THEN aspect of Voyager is to to convey the geologists view (albeit controversial in some
cases) of how the area the Voyage is taking place, may have appeared in a given geological time period.
That time period to be based on the rock unit the user is standing over, or has selected by touching it on
the map.

The THEN section can display the following information:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Palaeo
Palaeo
Palaeo
Palaeo

scene
scene
scene
scene

looking
looking
looking
looking

North from the Voyage area (transformed by paleo position)
East from the Voyage area
South from Voyage area
West from Voyage area

5. Palaeo plan (aerial) view of the Voyage area
6. Information screen on lifeforms from the time
7. 3D globe view of the planet for the time in question
8. A weather forecast screen for the time (obviously highly speculative but hopefully away of getting
across information about the possible environment of the time, via a familiar metaphor).
9. An information screen which lists a range of environmental information about the time in question.
Again some of this information is going to be highly speculative (outright guess work in some cases), but is
hopefully thought provoking, aimed to make Voyager users aware of how the Earth’s environment has
changed in so many ways over the vast history of our planet.

The ideal would be to replicate this information for each stratigraphic unit covered by your Voyage, in
practice that will be a very ambitious and time consuming feat, so you may prefer to group a number of
units into a common group.
Looking through current Voyages you will find, often only one palaeo view (N) is provided. Only
occasionally do we have a weather forecast screen. There will not always be a ‘plan’ screen or life
screen. The richer the information you can provide the better, but you may find it difficult tracking down
information and sourcing/producing suitable illustrations in all cases.
The Life screens portray reconstructions of life forms or fossils from the relevant time period. The Palaeo
Plan screen is often a closer view of plate arrangement or a generic palaeogeography for an area. During
the time the DeepTime project was funded, it was possible to contract geologists/palaeontologists to
spend many hours sifting through the relevant literature on a region/time period. The outcome was the
production of sketches and facts on how a given place may have looked in deep time (with views in key
compass directions), including as many interesting environmental in-sights as possible, along with lists of
fauna and flora.
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The original concept for the palaeo views was an interactive 3D landscape to be explored via ones phone/tablet or
more dramatically through a VR headset. Hence the call for north, east, south, west and plan views, in order to
build an all round immersive landscape. Within the limitations of a small team of people working on the project,
this was not possible to realise, the hope lives on that this may still be realised at some point.

Duplicate the following table for each rock unit that you wish to provide ‘then’ information for in your
Voyage. Where a description is required it needs to be very brief, around 50 characters maximum.
Guidance on completing the entries follows after the table.
Rock name
Geocolour - leave blank unless you
create your own geofence
Geological Period
Age in Ma (give a mean value)
Latitude at which rock formed
Environment of formation
Lithology
Tectonic setting
Fauna- indicative species
Flora- indicative species
Predator
Life image filename
Climate
Weather risk

Text for weather forecast
Maximum temperature
Minimum temperature
Sea temperature
Solar angle
Day length
Days in year
Wind
Humidity
Rainfall
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Seismic (0 to 8)
UV (1 to >11)
Volcano
Oxygen
Carbon dioxide
Oxygen factor - see note
Water factor - see note
File for north palaeo view
Text to display with north view
File for east palaeo view
Text to display with east view
File for south palaeo view
Text to display with out view
File for west palaeo view
Text to display with west view
File for ‘plan’ palaeo view
Text to display with ‘plan’ view
Environment audio file (mp3)
Threat text
Threat answers
Marks
Feedback on threat
Mark penalty for failure to
respond - default value -15

The files for palaeo (N,E,S,W and Plan) views, lifeforms and weather forecasts should have a size of 2500
pixels high and 1600 pixels wide in JPEG format.
Producing the artwork for palaeo-reconstructions is not a quick task. As a minimum you should supply an
annotated pencil sketch, using say your phones camera to produce an image to send to us. The next step
up would either be an artist created view, photo composition, or combination of such techniques. You
might also like to investigate using landscape rendering software, for example, World Creator - terrain
and landscape generator, or Terragen. Many of the current palaeo-reconstructions are based on photos
from the current world, carefully edited to remove any present day traits or inaccurate types of
vegetation, then merged together with digital painting of textures. Amongst the current Voyager
palaeoenvironmental images you may find a suitable one, which with modification, will do the job.
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The environment audio file refers to any ambient sound effects you wish Voyager to play when the user
walks over the given rock unit, or selects it on the Voyage map. You may simply specify the type of sound,
e.g. underwater and one of the existing sounds will be assigned.
You may be unable to supply values/comments for many of the entries. The crucial point is to complete
as many as possible to give a ‘feel’ for what the available evidence suggests the environment in which the
rock formed was like.
Maximum and minimum temperatures and sea temperature are local figures, taking into consideration
estimates for global values of the time and present day analogues of the environment.\

Health - supplies depletion

In all Voyages the user has access to a Health monitor. The energy level is based
on the information Voyager can access from the phones battery, so the longer the
Voyage takes the more the Energy bar will fall towards zero and Voyager will issue
audio warnings as dangerous levels approach. But what changes the oxygen and
water supply levels? These represent the users virtual supplies of oxygen and
water to help them survive in ancient environments, for example, on the Wren’s
Nest Voyage which involves walking over marine Silurian strata, the user would be
virtually underwater and therefore reliant on an oxygen supply. In the extremes of
a Permian desert their virtual water supply would be a vital life support. Plus the
Earth’s atmosphere has not always had the current 21% oxygen content. When
Voyaging over mid-Devonian rocks, with only 15% oxygen levels, they would be
under respiratory stress without a supplementary oxygen supply. However, under
the high oxygen levels of the late Carboniferous, the virtual oxygen supply could
take on board oxygen from the air.
Within the Voyage you create you can set values for the rate of water and oxygen
depletion (or addition), for each of the different geological time periods the user
will encounter. The more efficiently a user completes a Voyage, the less the depletion of their virtual
supplies and this will enhance their final score.

Oxygen and Water factors
These two figures set the rate at which the user’s virtual supplies of oxygen and water are depleted when
passing over the rock in question. As a guide the following are figures used in current Voyages.
Marine - Oxygen Factor -0.4
Desert - Water Factor -0.9
Atmospheric oxygen much higher than present day - Oxygen Factor 0.2
Atmospheric oxygen lower than present day - Oxygen Factor -0.1
For a person completing a Voyage in an unlocked state, the rates of supply depletion are multiplied by 4.
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Threats
For your Voyage you have the option of confronting your users with survival threats, which they have to
respond to within a 60 second countdown, or suffer a substantial score deduction for failing to take
action.
These threats are aimed at making the user aware of the kind of dangers they may have had to face in
some past environment. These could ranger over volcanic eruptions, dangerous animals, landslides,
tsunami. flash floods … For each strata unit they will cross on the Voyage you can assign one feasible
threat from that time. You should have fed them information about these possible dangers in the material
provided through the Then or Task Site screens, so if they are bothering to check through the content,
they should be prepared to have a sensible stab as to what the cause of the threat is and what action to
take, which is supplied via them selecting an answer from a multi-choice selection, for which they
receive an addition to their score and feedback.
When, if at all, these threats occur is based on random timing within Voyager, so no two users are likely
to experience the same Threat at the same time. A threat associated with a given time period (rock unit)
will only occur once they have been trekking over that rock, therefore virtually existing in its ancient
environment, for at least 10 minutes. That is to give the user sufficient time to have examined the
information about that time period. If they fail to make the effort to check up on the facts, when Voyager
tells them there is an ‘Environment Change’ - i.e. they have just starting to move over a different rock
type, they will soon find they are getting a very negative score!
The Threat description text should be around 15 to 20 words long.
The Threat response takes the form if 4 possible answers/actions, each of these should be limited to
around 6 words.
These answers have marks assigned in the range 10 best response to -10 for a very bad response.
Feedback should be limited to around 40 words.
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Creating your Geofence

Create this in any graphics package where you draw out blocks of solid colour.
A geofence is a boundary that defines an area inside of which we wish Voyager to respond with relevant
data. The response could either be the data and tasks for a specific Task Site, or the Then information
relevant to the rock the user is walking over, or has touched on the map.
If a Voyage has 10 Task Sites and 6 different rock types then we have 16 geofences to define. These
geofences could be defines by a series of latitude and longitude values, but the easiest way would be
simply to draw them on a base map. That its the approach used in Voyager where each geofence is
represented by a different colour. The Voyager app then matches the colour that lies ‘beneath’ the
current GPS defined location, or at the location touched by the user on the map screen, with the relevant
data.
The diagram below is taken from a geofence image for a Voyage. The colours are partially transparent so
you can see how they relate to and define the geofences around Task Sites and also define the rock units.
With this approach you can easily define quite complex Task Site geofences, without the need to supply a
sequence of latitude and longitude, or grid reference, values. Set your geofences so that the ‘Entered
Task Site’ prompt from the app occurs at a suitable approach point. To preserve battery, the app is not
continually updating GPS data, so you should allow for some lag between when the user walks into your
geofenced area and the app producing a response.

To allow Task Sites to be distinguished from the geology colours for the geofence areas are selected by
assigning red and green values only for rocks and blue only values for Task Sites.
RR GG BB
The RR (red component) can be assigned a value in the range 0 to 255 (0 to ff in hexadecimal format),
with the same range for the green and blue components. When selecting a colour for a geological unit
pick any colour but keep the blue component to 00. When selecting a colour for a Task Site select a blue
colour, when the red and green components are both 00 00. Where a Task Site overlaps a given rock unit
then combine the RR GG BB values for the rock unit and the Task Site to give the final composite colour
used on the geofence image. The resulting geofence colours may well not produce a very aesthetic
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outcome, but the geofence image is not for human eyes, it is essentially a 2D matrix of numerical values
used by the Voyager app.
These values are added into the Geocolour entries in the ‘Then’ table of data.
Your Task Site colour value (just the blue part of the colour) is entered in the Task Site Colour entry in the
Task Site information table.
As an example of this colour application process in action. Take Site 1 (left hand pickish blob), the colour
assigned for the rock unit at that location is d79d00, which appears as an orange-brown. Note, how the
blue is set to zero. The screen shot below is taken from Photoshop where you can see this colour defined
on the Color Picker dialogue. (In this view the transparency has been removed).

The Task Site colour is set to 0000ff
so in the area where Task Site colour
and rock unit colour must combine we
fill with the colour 97 9d ff.
The Voyager software filters off the blue
channel values for checking Task Site
interception and the red and green
channel values for the rock unit to
display Then information for.

When choosing colours for rock units and Task Sites, select colours that numerically differ by a value of at
least 8 and ensure areas are sharply filled (no soft edges), to avoid pixels of transient colour values
causing false triggering.

Save your geofence image using a PNG format, with the name geofence.png
The PNG format is preferred in this situation as it exactly preserves the assigned colour values.
The compression of JPEG images can cause changes in colour values and therefore problems with the
geofence working properly within the app.
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How and Where to send your Voyage
When you are ready to submit your Voyage send all the files using a file transfer service like the free
WeTransfer to the following email: voyage@deptime.voyage
If you prefer to send your files in some other way, or have any query about creating your own Voyage,
then email us at voyage@deeptime.voyage

To summarise the files you should send:
Completed table of Task Sites as a Word, Pages, Excel, Numbers file.
Completed table of Rock Units palaeo data as a Word, Pages, Excel or Numbers file.
map.jpg
overlay.jpg
thumb.jpg
geofence.png (if you have produced your own)
Image files you have assigned to each task site information screens.
Image files used in Task Questions>
Image files for palaeo view - plan views - life - weather forecasts.
Any sound (mp3) or video/animation (mp4) files.

• Keep a list of the files used in your Voyage and place all the final versions in their own folder.
• Keep file names short and avoid all spaces in file names.
• Make sure file names match exactly (file names are case sensitive) with the names you reference them
by in the tables of Task Sites and Then information.
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